Break On Through (To The Other Side) by The Doors

Strumming Pattern: DUU, DUU, UDU
Each ending “U” indicates when you lift your fingers off the relative fret (either D string second fret or A string second fret)

Chords Used:

![Chord Diagrams](image)

Riff Used:

For the above riff, simply use your 3rd finger for the third fret note on the Low E. Then use your 1st and 2nd fingers for the “0-1-2” part, then your 2nd finger for the hammer-ons and pull-offs in the next measure.

Additional Note: To make the song sound like more than just an Em chord, lift off the D string at the beginning, then place it back down. Do the same again for the A string. The timing is relative to your ability to play it.

Em
You know the day destroys the night, night divides the day
D
Tried to run, tried to hide.....
Em (riff)
Break on through to the other side
Break on through to the other side
Break on through to the other side, yeah

Em
We chased our pleasures here, dug our treasures there
D
But can you still recall, the time we cried?
Em (riff)
Break on through to the other side
Break on through to the other side
(Em – BREAK IT UP)
Everybody loves my baby
Everybody loves my baby
Em (strum)
She get(s high)
She get(s high)
She gets high
She gets high

Em
I found an island in your arms, country in your eyes
D
Arms that chain, eyes that lied
Em (riff)

Break on through to the other side
Em (riff)

Break on through to the other side
Em (riff)

Break on through, oww!
Oh, yeah!
(Play intro Em...)

(Em – BREAK IT UP)
Made the scene, week to week
Day to day, hour to hour
D

The gate is straight, deep and wide
Em (riff)

Break on through to the other side
Em (riff)

Break on through to the other side
Break on through
Break on through

End with Em singing “Yeah Yeah Yeah” over and over.